Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

HEMATOLOGY— Coagulation

APTT, D-dimer, LMW-heparin, Prothrombin time,
Special coagulation tests
INDIVIDUAL results

e-scheme Reports for e-schemes are published only on Internet at www.labquality.fi
Histogram
The statistical values include the
results that fall within the calculated
limits for the group in question. The
limits are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results ±3
* uncorrected standard deviation (s)
if the group includes at least seven
results.
The green columns show the
results for the method group and
blue columns relate to all of the
results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by a
red dot and numerically. If a result
falls beyond the scale of the axis,
it is shown by an arrow instead of
a dot. The green target area below
the histogram is shown if there are
at least seven results in the method
group.
The statistical values for own
group and all groups are printed
below the histogram.

Unit

Method data and instrument
identification

All results (blue)
Own method
group (green)
Own result
Target area and limits

Difference between own
result and method
group mean (%)
If a result falls outside
of limits calculated
from m
 edian ±3s
there will be a note:
“Result outside
the o
 utlier rule”.

Numerical summary
The summary headline indicates
the sample, date of report release,
analyte, instrument and outlier rule.
The statistical values in the
numerical summary are calculated
similarly to the values under the
histogram. The numerical summary
shows all results by method. CV and
s are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own method group is shaded.
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Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

HEMATOLOGY— Cell count and morphology

Basic Blood Count

INDIVIDUAL results

e-scheme Reports for e-schemes are published only on Internet at www.labquality.fi

Histogram
The statistical values include the
results that fall within the calculated
limits for the group in question. The
limits are obtained from the median
value of the uncorrected results ±3
* uncorrected standard deviation (s)
if the group includes at least seven
results.
The green columns show the
results for the method group and
blue columns relate to all results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by a
red dot and numerically. If a result
falls beyond the scale of the axis,
it is shown by an arrow instead of
a dot. The green target area below
the histogram is shown if there are
at least seven results in the method
group.
The statistical values for own
group and all groups are printed
below the histogram.

Unit

Method data and Instrument

All results (blue)
Own method
group (green)
Own result
Target area and limits

Difference between own
result and method
group mean (%)
If a result falls outside
of limits calculated
from m
 edian ±3s
there will be a note:
“Result outside
the o
 utlier rule”.

Numerical summary
The summary headline indicates
the sample, date of report release,
analyte, instrument and outlier rule.
The statistical values in the
numerical summary are calculated
similarly to the values under the
histogram. The numerical summary
shows all results by method. CV and
s are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own method group is shaded.
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Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

HEMATOLOGY— Cell count and morphology

Leucocyte differential count and evaluation of
blood cell morphology
Haematologist´s report

individual results and summaries
The results for evaluation of blood
cell morphology are presented in the
table for each specimen using scale
Change slight - Change clear - Change
strong.
On the left there are arrows
showing findings in which at least
5 of 8 specialist haematologists
agree when studying the smears
individually, not as a group.

In leucocyte differential count
the percentages are divided into
eleven classes. Intervals between
some classes have been chosen to
correspond to reference ranges
for dif ferent cell types. Tables
are produced for each cell type
(monocytes as an example). In an
individual table, a laboratory´s own
result is placed in the appropriate
class indicated in grey.

The haematologist´s report includes
findings, diagnoses, red cell indices,
automated cell counts (red cell
indices, WBC, PLT) and automated
differential count.
The photographs show the most
characteristic findings.

Laboratory’s own result
is indicated with grey.
Monocytes

Labquality 2010

Percentages

Number
of results

0
1–4
5–9
10 – 19
20 – 29
30 – 39
40 – 49
50 – 59
60 – 69
70 – 79
80 – 100

6
180
130
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

HEMATOLOGY— Cell count and morphology

Leucocyte differential count, 3-part

individual results

The statistical values include
the results that fall within the
calculated limits for the group in
question. The limits are obtain
ed from the median value of the
uncorrected results ±3 * uncor
rected SD if the group includes at
least seven results.
The shaded area on the his
togram represents the results for
the own method group. The outer
edges of the histogram relate to all
results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond and numerically
below the histogram. If a result
falls beyond the scale of the axis,
it is shown by an arrow instead of
a diamond. The grey target area
below the histogram is shown if
there are at least seven results in
the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s
own group

Shaded area on the histogram presents
the method group in question.

All results

Outer edges of the histogram.

Laboratory´s own result

Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

The target area and limits

Own group and all output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there
are at least two results in a group. If
there is only one, a dash (—) appears.
Own result should always be compared within own method group.

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a method group. The limits are presented numerically in the section “Own group”.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean
Laboratory´s result
Difference between laboratory´s
result and its method group mean

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.
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An extract of a numerical summary for 3-part differential. In EQA for automated analysers
it is usual that some analysers require own special EQA samples. In this survey Sysmex
analysers used sample no. 2 and and other instruments had sample no. 1. The main rule
in EQA result evaluation is to compare your results only with those in your own instrument or method group.
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Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

HEMATOLOGY— Cell count and morphology

Leucocyte differential count, 5-part

individual results

The statistical values include
the results that fall within the
calculated limits for the group in
question. The limits are obtain
ed from the median value of the
uncorrected results ±3 * uncor
rected SD if the group includes at
least seven results.
The shaded area on the his
togram represents the results for
the own method group. The outer
edges of the histogram relate to all
results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond and numerically
below the histogram. If a result
falls beyond the scale of the axis,
it is shown by an arrow instead of
a diamond. The grey target area
below the histogram is shown if
there are at least seven results in
the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s
own method group
– Shaded area on the histogram.
In this case all results are in the same
method group.

Laboratory´s own result

Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

The target area and limits

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a method group. The limits are presented numerically in the section “Own group”.

Own group and all output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there are at
least two results in a group. If there is
only one, a dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared within own
method group. In this case the values
in own group and all groups are same.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean
Laboratory´s result
Difference between laboratory´s
result and its method group mean

numerical summary

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.

An example of a numerical summary produced by instrument type. Each instrument
type has a different sample. The main rule in EQA result evaluation is to compare your
results only with those in your own instrument or method group.
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Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

HEMATOLOGY— Cell count and morphology

Reticulocytes, manual methods

INDIVIDUAL results

The statistical values include
the results that fall within the
calculated limits for the group in
question. The limits are obtain
ed from the median value of the
uncorrected results ±3 * uncor
rected SD if the group includes at
least seven results.
The shaded area on the his
togram represents the results for
the own method group. The outer
edges of the histogram relate to all
results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond and numerically
below the histogram. If a result
falls beyond the scale of the axis,
it is shown by an arrow instead of
a diamond. The grey target area
below the histogram is shown if
there are at least seven results in
the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.

Results for the laboratory´s
own method group
Shaded area on the histogram presents the
method group in question.

All results

Outer edges of the histogram.

Laboratory´s own result

Own result is shown as a black diamond on
the histogram and numerically in the box
below the histogram. If a result falls beyond
the scale of the axis, it is shown as an arrow
instead of a diamond.

The target area and limits

Own group and all output groups
SD and CV are calculated if there are at
least two results in a group. If there is
only one, a dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared within own
method group.

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown if
there are seven or more results in a method group. The limits are presented numerically in the section “Own group”.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean
Laboratory´s result
Difference between laboratory´s
result and its method group mean
(%)

NUMERICAL SUMMARY

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.

An example of statistical processing of reticulocyte count survey with manual methods.
The main rule in EQA result evaluation is to compare your results only with those in
your own method group.
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Interpretation of Labquality’s EQA report

HEMATOLOGY— Cell count and morphology

Reticulocytes, automated analysers

individual results

The statistical values include
the results that fall within the
calculated limits for the group in
question. The limits are obtain
ed from the median value of the
uncorrected results ±3 * uncor
rected SD if the group includes at
least seven results.
The shaded area on the his
togram represents the results for
the own method group. The outer
edges of the histogram relate to all
of the results.
Laboratory’s result is shown by
a black diamond and numerically
below the histogram. If a result
falls beyond the scale of the axis,
it is shown by an arrow instead of
a diamond. The grey target area
below the histogram is shown if
there are at least seven results in
the method group.
The statistical values for the
laboratory’s own group and all
groups are printe d below the
histogram as well as results from
previous ten surveys.
NUMERICAL SUMMARY

The statistical values in numerical
summaries are calculated similarly
to the values under the histogram.
The numerical summary shows
all results by method. CV and SD
are calculated if there are at least
two results in a method group.
If there is only one, a dash (—)
appears.

Results for the laboratory´s
own method (output) group

Shaded area on the histogram presents
the method group in question. In this
case all results are in the same method
group.

Laboratory´s own result

Own result is shown as a black diamond
on the histogram
and numerically in the box below the histogram. If a result falls beyond the scale of
the axis, it is shown as an arrow instead of
a diamond.

The target area and limits

Own group and all output groups

SD and CV are calculated if there are at
least two results in a group. If there is
only one, a dash (—) appears. Own result
should always be compared within own
method group. In this case the values
in own group and all groups are same.

The graphical target area is shown in grey
in the same box as the laboratory´s result
below the histogram. The area is shown
if there are seven or more results in a
method group. The limits are presented
numerically in the section “Own group”.

Summary of laboratory´s last ten
surveys (if participated)
Survey:
x:
Result:
Diff%:

Number of the survey and year
Mean		
Laboratory´s result
Difference between
laboratory´s r esult and its
method group mean (%)

Sample 003

Sample 005

Sample 007

Sample 009

An example of a numerical summary produced by sample and instrument type. Each
instrument type had a separate sample. The main rule in EQA result evaluation is to
compare your results only with those in your own instrument or method group.
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